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**Abstract:**
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Abstract

It is commonly accepted that people can, and regularly do, deceive themselves. Yet closer examination reveals a set of conceptual puzzles that make self-deception difficult to explain. Applying the conditions for other-deception to self-deception generates what are known as the ‘paradoxes’ of belief and intention. Simply put, the central problem is how it is possible for me to believe one thing, and yet intentionally cause myself to believe its contradiction. There are two general approaches taken by philosophers to account for these puzzles about the self-deceptive state and the process of self-deception. ‘Partitioning’ strategies try to resolve the paradoxes by proposing that the mind is divided in some way that allows self-deception to occur. ‘Reformulation’ strategies suggest that the conditions we use to define self-deception should be modified so that the paradoxes do not arise at all. Both approaches are subject to criticism about the consequences of the strategies philosophers use, but recent cross-disciplinary analyses of self-deception may help shed light on the puzzles that underlie this phenomenon.
1. Introduction

In our daily life, we freely and commonly diagnose others or even ourselves—albeit in hindsight—as self-deceived without a second thought. We not only refer to people as self-deceived, but to collectives, institutions, nations, socio-cultural groups, and so on. Yet upon closer inspection, the phenomenon itself, as well as the process by which one might become self-deceived, appears difficult to explain.

There are, of course, myriad reasons why people might want or even need to deceive themselves—to protect themselves from negative affect or emotional pain, to adapt to painful circumstances, for example—but attempting to understand how or whether this can happen entangles us with a number of conceptual issues.

2. Identifying the Puzzles

Self-deception, not only etymologically but also conceptually, is tied to other-deception. In typical cases of other-deception, person A knows that p is not true and deliberately causes person B to believe that p. This conventional definition has three important implications: A’s knowledge that p is false and B’s belief in p are at some point concurrent; A’s act of deception is intentional; and when the deception is achieved, B does not know that p is false. Applying this model to self-deception—that is, understanding self-deception as a reflexive form of deception—has the following unpalatable consequences:

When A deceives himself with respect to a proposition p:
(i) A knows (or sincerely believes) that p is false.
(ii) A deliberately brings it about that he holds the false belief p.

Put simply, the principal problem is to explain how it is possible for me to believe one thing and yet intentionally cause myself to believe the contrary. More specifically, reflexive deception generates the following conditions for a self-deceived subject:

(A) **Dual-belief condition**: the self-deceived subject simultaneously holds (at least at one time point) two contradictory beliefs: p and \( \neg p \).

(B) **Intention condition**: the subject’s act of self-deception is intended.

Conditions (A) and (B) give rise to two respective theoretical puzzles known as the paradoxes of self-deception. The puzzle is how a self-deceiver not only acquires the false belief p, but could do so in a purposeful way.

Condition (A) generates a paradox about dual-belief because it requires a person to believe and not believe p at the same time; this seems, on the face of it, to be impossible. Indeed, describing the self-deceiver as simultaneously believing and not believing the same proposition generates an outright logical contradiction. The alternative is to attribute concurrent beliefs p and its negation (\( \neg p \)) to the self-deceiver, which is not a straightforward logical contradiction and therefore casts this paradox in a less intractable light with more room for philosophical maneuvering. However, the notion of believing p while also believing \( \neg p \) remains intuitively jarring if not absurd.

Condition (B), the assumption of purposefulness, generates a paradox about intention: how could a person intentionally cause herself to believe p, while believing that p is false? It seems difficult to imagine ways to successfully deceive another person who is aware that I am trying to deceive her, or knows that whatever I am trying to make her believe is false. In either case, it
seems that the deceptive attempt would be undermined. Yet this is exactly what we seem to expect of a self-deceiver. As both deceiver and deceived, I must be aware that I am deceiving myself, and in order to do so, I must intentionally cause myself to believe something I know to be false. But how can I successfully deceive myself without my awareness of that deceit sabotaging the process?5

A key feature of a self-deceptive belief is that it is held ‘in the teeth’ of evidence. To the objective observer, the belief seems unsupported by the preponderance of available information. This contravenes the Principle of Total Evidence,6 the epistemic norm enjoining us, when choosing among a set of mutually exclusive hypotheses, to give more credence to the one most strongly supported by all available relevant evidence. In this way self-deception differs from cases of merely changing one’s mind about a previously held belief, and from ‘wishful thinking,’ where a person holds a belief only because, or largely because, he desires it to be true. Self-deception and wishful thinking overlap conceptually in that both typically involve holding a belief that is motivated by reasons other than appropriate epistemically warrant, like a desire, wish, or other conative impetus that it be so. It is easy to see that there is often an element of wishful thinking at play in the process of self-deception, but they are distinct phenomena. One crucial difference is that a wishful thinker’s belief is brought about by desire, despite a lack of supporting evidence. The self-deceiver’s belief, though often motivated by a similar desire, seems purposefully fostered in the face of evidential burden to the contrary. Akrasia (‘weakness of will’) is another type of irrationality that is closely related to self-deception, but frequently involves irrational actions rather than irrational beliefs. Faced with conflicting evidence for and against a given course of action, the akratic subject forms an intention to choose one course despite recognizing that she ought to choose the other. Like wishful thinking, akrasia is often a contributing factor in the process of self-deception. But it is a distinct form of motivated irrationality, not least because an akratic person, unlike the self-deceiver, is aware of the tension between her beliefs and her actual choices.7

3. Resolving the Puzzles

There is a range of strategies for addressing the paradoxes involved in this intrinsically puzzling phenomenon, but the philosophical literature can be difficult to navigate. A central problem is lack of consensus about how self-deception should be described, that is, whether it should be strictly modeled on other-deception—not all theorists agree that the conventional dual-belief and intention conditions are necessary. However, most analyses begin by exploring a relatively conventional description of self-deception in order to tease out its underlying puzzles. After that, their approaches diverge widely according to whether they endorse or dispute the received definition.

3.1 Denying the Phenomenon

A small subset of theorists argues that self-deception cannot actually exist at all because its paradoxes are fundamentally irresolvable. Generally, the skeptical position holds that Conditions (A) and (B) are required for self-deception but render it conceptually impossible. Mary Haight suggests that purported self-deceivers are actually engaging in some kind of other-deception, because self-deception so-defined is incoherent. David Kipp similarly contends that no motive or strategy could feasibly prevent an alleged self-deceiver from realizing his belief is false, thus the paradoxes represent “such a state of affairs [that] is simply impossible, and I know of no arguments to the contrary that escape ending as either irrelevant or question-begging” (308). Steffan Borge more recently argues against the ‘myth’ of self-deception, charging philosophical accounts with sacrificing the elements of ‘self’ or ‘deception’ in attempting to resolve its
paradoxes; what we mistakenly refer to as self-deception is actually a failure to properly comprehend our emotions and their influence on our lives.

While it certainly seems reasonable to question the very existence of a phenomenon whose description seems so ripe with contradiction, the preponderance of cases where attributing self-deception seems the most obvious explanation for certain types of irrational behavior makes this strategy somewhat counter-intuitive. Most philosophical work does not deny self-deception’s existence, but seeks to resolve its apparent paradoxes. Two broad strategies are differentiated by how structurally analogous other-deception and self-deception are taken to be. Partitioning strategies are commonly employed to explain how a self-deceiver holds contradictory beliefs simultaneously or brings about a false belief intentionally. Reformulation strategies avoid engendering the paradoxes by modifying the conditions used to ascribe self-deception, moving away from a model that corresponds closely to other-deception. The remainder of this section will concentrate on these solutions to the puzzles of self-deception.

3.2 Partitioning Strategies

Partitioning strategies retain a structure of self-deception that is roughly parallel to other-deception by theorizing that the mental is divided in some way that permits self-deception without ceding to paradox. These hypothesized divisions take two main forms: relatively autonomous divisions within a single mind (‘cognitive partitioning’) or relevant beliefs being somehow isolated or held apart (a version we call ‘doxastic segregation’). Partitioning can be an attractive strategy because resolving the dual-belief paradox in this way has the concomitant effect of making the intention paradox easier to resolve. If it is accepted that the mind may be partitioned such that contradictory beliefs can co-exist non-paradoxically, then the notion that one ‘part’ of the mind could intentionally deceive another becomes less far-fetched.

Cognitive partitioning, the more extreme version, posits that the mind itself is divided to an extent that allows for robustly sovereign operations of its separate parts; thus the self-deceiver’s beliefs can be contradictory yet concurrent. The strategy is historically rooted in Freud’s psychodynamic theories of repression, whereby the ‘ego’ serves as a kind of mediator to repress unwanted or negative mental contents into the unconscious so that they are not consciously addressed. One early catalyst in the philosophical literature was a brief paper by John King-Farlow espousing a particularly extreme type of Freudian-style partitioning. He describes a person as: “…a large, loose sort of committee. There is a most irregularly rotating chairmanship. The members question, warn, praise and DECEIVE each other…” (135). Amelie Rorty has adopted a similar cognitive partitioning strategy in her influential analyses of self-deception over the years. She postulates a multiplicity of the self, claiming: “we overemphasize the unity of persons” and “individual biological persons constitute a multitude, with multiple conceptions of their identity’ (‘Belief and Self-Deception’ 404-406). This sanctions her assigning to the self-deceiver not only contradictory beliefs, but the recognition that holding those beliefs is irrational and the intent to ignore their incompatibility.

Partitioning strategies are accused of generating more problems than they solve. For instance, the degrees of autonomy and intentionality that must be attributed to the proposed mental subdivisions in order for them to be capable of deceiving each other can lead to a problem of regress:

…the self-deception of these selves is only explicable if one postulates that these selves are themselves split into selves capable of deceiving one another, and thus, in turn, once again of self-deception? We may end up with a myriad of self-propagating little selves. (Bok 931)
Another worry is that partitioning eliminates an essential element of self-deception, its reflexivity, by reducing self-deception to other-deception: “the partitioner has simply substituted inter-homuncular deception for self-deception” (Mele, ‘Recent Work on Self-Deception’ 4)\(^9\) and that such a theory “achieves coherency by trivializing the problem of self-deception...At best, it is a theory of last resort” (Sorenson 66).

A less extreme variant of this strategy is doxastic segregation: in this version, only the seemingly contradictory beliefs, rather than the ‘selves’ of the self-deceiver, are somehow isolated from each other. One tactic is to question whether the dual-belief condition necessarily generates a logical paradox. Jose Bermudez, for instance, has argued the self-deceiver’s beliefs \(p\) and \(\neg p\) could be “inferentially insulated\(^{11}\) from each other” and not be simultaneously active in a way that instantiates the dual-belief paradox (313).\(^{12}\) Another approach is to differentiate and segregate inconsistent beliefs along the lines of accessibility or awareness\(^{13}\); this strategy allows us to attribute contradictory beliefs to the self-deceiver, as long as they are not expressed or attended to simultaneously. For example, Brian McLaughlin has suggested that the subject’s belief \(\neg p\) can be inaccessible yet can contribute to acquiring and maintaining an accessible belief that \(p\). However, questions remain about how the ‘barrier’ between accessible and inaccessible beliefs might be constituted and maintained, or the extent to which a belief could be genuinely inaccessible yet be able to substantively affect epistemic judgments about accessible ones.

While cognitive partitioning grants the purported mental divisions required to carry out a deceptive intention, arguing that it is merely beliefs that are isolated makes the intention paradox seem more difficult to resolve. Nevertheless, doxastic segregation can also be used to explain how this intention might be carried out. The question of whether self-deception is necessarily intentional is a central debate in the literature. But, as we saw, maintaining the intention condition requires confronting the problem of how and why a rational subject, oriented toward truth, could be fooled by her own self-deceptive devices. So-called ‘intentionalist’\(^{14}\) accounts generally focus on the process of self-deception and consider the intention condition to be a necessary component. Donald Davidson is a prominent defender of this view:

> It is not self-deception simply to do something intentionally with the consequence that one is deceived, for then a person would be self-deceived if he read and believed a false report in a newspaper. The self-deceiver must intend the ‘deception.’ (‘Deception and Division’ 207)

Self-deception itself poses as a problem for Davidson because of his dual assumptions of holism and rationality in belief ascription. Self-deception, like akrasia, is irrational because a self-deceiver believes in spite of the best available evidence and without sufficient warrant—the akratic person, similarly, acts contrary to her judgment or self-interest. Self-deception, Davidson maintains, involves holding a well-supported belief \(p\) that is in conflict with what one desires to believe. The self-deceiver then intentionally makes herself believe the contrary of \(p\). Self-deception, in this account, is not only intentional, but the self-deceptive belief is sustained by the intention that produces it. Davidson gives the following three-step account (208):

1) [A self-deceiver] \(S\) has evidence by which he believes that \(p\) is more apt to be true than its negation.
2) \(S\)’s thought that \(p\), or that he should rationally believe \(p\), motivates him to act intentionally such as to cause himself to believe the negation of \(p\). This action must be motivated by a belief that \(p\) is true (or the recognition that evidence suggests it is apt to be true).
3) The motivational state (that \(p\)) and the state it motivates (not-\(p\)) must coexist.
The first and second conditions hold that the awareness of the preponderance of evidence that p is true that motivates him to believe not-p. But it tries to avoid the self-defeating move of making the intention hidden from oneself. The third condition requires the contradictory beliefs to co-exist, by making it possible to believe p in the presence of the causal condition for believing not-p. Davidson’s solution implicates ‘boundaries’ of the mental that allow the self-deceiver to believe both p and not-p without believing their conjunction, as well as allowing the belief in not-p to be continually sustained by an intention to believe it. This is possible because both the motivating belief p and the Principle of Total Evidence are placed out of bounds where “reason has no jurisdiction” (212).

Davidson does not support the kind of autonomous agency that cognitive partitioning envisages, but his account is subject to similar concerns about (quasi-)autonomous compartmentalization of the mental and the threat of regress. Doxastic segregation strategies in general can be criticized for postulating a “division in the mental life of the self that is over and above the types of divisions invoked in the explanation of non-self-deceptive phenomenon” (Talbott 29). The phenomenon of “twisted” self-deception also poses a problem for this strategy. Twisted self-deceivers come to believe something that they do not actually want; an example is a jealous spouse who is self-deceived that his partner is unfaithful, when in fact she is not. These special cases, where the acquired belief is just the opposite of what is desired, seem to fall outside the auspices of intentionalist-type accounts that require the self-deceiver to intend to form a belief that she desires.

There is yet another way to resolve the paradoxes, but without dividing the mind or sequestering beliefs. Chronological partitioning frames self-deception as an extended process during which we can attribute beliefs in p, \( \neg p \), and intention to the subject at various time-points, but not (necessarily) simultaneously. Jose Bermudez thinks that a necessary condition for self-deception is that the subject intentionally brings it about that he believes p, but he takes issue with the premise that doing something intentionally, except for simple intentions like knocking on a door, requires doing it knowingly. For long-range intentions, the degree of successful internalization is inversely proportional to awareness or knowledge of the original motivation: “…one can lose touch with an intention while one is in the process of implementing it” (314). That is, just because the self-deceiver is conscious of her intention at the outset does not entail that she must be perpetually conscious of it while she carries out actions to fulfill it over an extended period of time. This method can also be applied to the dual-belief paradox, such that the self-deceiver believes \( \neg p \) at the beginning of the process but believes p at the end of it. For instance, Roy Sorenson describes self-deception as a “temporally scattered” and complex event, suggesting that paradox only arises when a part of that complex event is mistaken for the whole. This type of solution appears neat, but suffers upon closer examination. The components of self-deception become temporally disintegrated and dispersed to the extent of forfeiting the concept’s characteristic pressure points: epistemic tension between p and \( \neg p \), and the dynamic conflict between the intention to believe p and the belief \( \neg p \). The upshot is a picture of self-deception that seems at odds with what we ordinarily mean when we classify someone as such.

3.3 Reformulation Strategies

The alternative strategy is to establish that self-deception is not as intrinsically puzzling as it is made out to be, because imposing needlessly strict conditions upon it over-rationalizes and over-complicates the phenomenon. The general solution is to re-describe the conditions that define self-deception to diffuse the dual-belief and intention paradoxes and to explain self-deception with reference to the same mental processes and states we use to explain ordinary cognition. The strategy takes various forms, but the main contention is that we do not have to attribute intention or dual-beliefs to the self-deceiver.
One strand of analysis focuses on the outcome of self-deception, proposing that it is not a belief but some other belief-like cognitive attitude. For example, the self-deceiver might claim that \( p \), act as if \( p \), or generally seem to believe \( p \), but actually believe the opposite. This doxastic proxy for \( p \) is typically supposed to function much like a belief, but to be sufficiently different to avoid paradoxical contradiction. Robert Audi, a prominent contributor to the debates on self-deception, suggests that the self-deceiver sincerely *avows* (or is disposed to avow) \( \neg p \), rather than believing \( p \). The self-deceiver’s avowal \( \neg p \) is epistemically unwarranted and not accompanied by the “full range of behavior that one would expect from a genuine belief”; in fact, her behavior supports \( p \) (‘Self-Deception, Rationalization, and Reasons for Acting’ 95). This behavior contributes to justifying the attribution of the (unconscious) belief \( p \). Another option trades the self-deceptive belief for a pretense, or attitude toward imagining a world in which that belief actually obtains. Tamar Gendler argues that a pretense \( \neg p \) can, in some cases, be suitably reinforced so that it assumes the functional roles—like subjective vivacity and action guidance—that beliefs normally have. Unlike belief, however, pretense is reality-indifferent; it is not held because it is true or evidentially warranted, but because it is desired, and does not mandate a commitment to submitting relevant evidence to rational scrutiny or to abandoning it due to lack of support. It thus plays a belief-like role yet can co-occur with believing that \( p \) is the case and not believing that \( \neg p \) is the case. Along those lines, Ariela Lazar contends that, like imagination, a state of self-deception can be a vehicle for the direct expression of a desire, but is a ‘hybrid’ in the sense that it guides behavior like a belief. Yet another tactic is to construe the outcome of self-deception as a higher order belief to mitigate the dual-belief condition. According to Eric Funkhouser, the self-deceiver does not ultimately acquire the desired belief \( p \); instead, the outcome is a false higher-order belief that she *believes* that she believes \( p \), though she does not. The self-deceiver acquires the first-person qualities associated with believing \( p \) without actually believing it.

A general advantage of this approach is that self-deception’s characteristic epistemic tension is retained, but relocated to the warranted belief and the belief-like proxy; hence the self-deceiver does not run afoul of the dual-belief paradox. But a worry is that if a person honestly affirms \( p \) or *believes* that she believes \( p \), or if the pretense so mirrors belief in function and feel, then it becomes difficult to distinguish genuine belief from such utterly belief-like attitudes. An associated concern, cited by Neil Van Leeuwen, is that one of the hallmarks of belief, differentiating it from similar cognitive attitudes, is its causal connection to non-verbal action (‘The Product of Self-Deception’). If substituting a doxastic proxy disengages this causal link, then it fails to account for actions that appear to be directly caused by the outcome of self-deception.

Another strand of reformulation strategy focuses on the process of self-deception, suggesting that it is not necessarily driven by an intention to believe \( p \) or caused by an unwanted belief in \( \neg p \). Reformulating the intention condition diffuses the intention paradox by maintaining that the process driving self-deceptive belief acquisition can be sufficiently motivated by something other than intention. This strategy hinges on establishing the extent to which non-intentional motivational or affective factors can contribute to belief formation in general and to acquisition of epistemically unwarranted beliefs in particular. A key contention is that the role of epistemic justification in belief formation is overestimated. Beliefs can and often do deviate from ideal standards of rationality due to affective factors like emotion and desire, which can trigger cognitive biases that influence the way evidence relevant to those beliefs is processed. If this is accepted, then the process of self-deceptive belief formation becomes less enigmatic.

Alfred Mele, an influential proponent this strategy, argues that normal or ‘garden-variety’ instances of self-deception can be explained without requiring either a true belief or an intention
to self-deceive. Rather, “people enter self-deception in acquiring a belief that \( p \) if and only if \( \neg p \) is false and they acquire the belief in a suitably biased way” (‘Emotion and Desire in Self-Deception’ 163). He calls this a “deflationary” account of self-deception, which attempts to explain why self-deception is “neither irresolvably paradoxical nor mysterious and is explicable without the assistance of mental exotica” (‘Real Self-Deception’ 91). An important feature of his analysis is that emotion can guide the way that available hypotheses about \( p \) are tested. For example, the self-deceiver’s emotions about \( p \) can trigger a desire that \( p \), which disposes him to test the hypothesis \( p \) is true rather than the more evidentially warranted hypothesis that \( p \) is false. Alternatively, the desire for \( p \) to be true can trigger the negative or positive misinterpretation of available evidence, i.e., ignoring evidence against \( p \) or interpreting evidence against \( p \) as supporting \( p \), respectively. The subject might selectively focus his attention on evidence supporting \( p \) and fail to attend to evidence against \( p \), or selectively ignore evidence against \( p \) and over-focus on evidence supporting \( p \). Ultimately the self-deceiver acquires the belief in \( p \), oblivious to the motivated cognitive bias that has set the course.

The deflationary account skirts the paradoxes of self-deception by claiming that the typical self-deceiver never believes \( \neg p \) nor intends to believe \( p \); however, reformulating the conditions for self-deception to this extent generates another set of concerns. The self-deceiver, in this account, need not ever be aware that her belief in \( p \) is unwarranted, and therefore avoids the epistemic tension that, at its most flagrant, pits a belief against its contradiction, or between a belief and doxastic proxy or, at minimum, an awareness of the preponderance of counter-evidence. This may, on the face of it, seem like an advantage as in one fell swoop it resolves or dissolves some of the puzzles of self-deception, but a concern is that the concept so-defined is too broad and fails to adequately distinguish self-deception from other types of motivated irrational belief formation. Lacking the intention condition to differentiate self-deception from wishful thinking, reformulation strategies in general face what Bermudez calls the ‘selectivity problem.’ He cites ample cases where a person may strongly desire \( p \), but the self-deceptive motivational bias is not enacted. Reformulation strategists therefore need to better explain what ‘selects’ that bias specifically in cases of self-deception. Considering these strategies in general, the minimal description of self-deception preserved after the structural drift from the other-deception model is that there is some element of motivation to believe \( p \) despite its lack of epistemic warrant. This reformulation approach has gained momentum in recent philosophical work on self-deception, but the challenge is how to explain self-deception without sacrificing its essential and distinguishing features.

### 4. New Departures?

Philosophy and psychology have traditionally pursued relatively separate avenues of inquiry into self-deception. Philosophical work has concentrated on resolving its epistemological and volitional puzzles, but defines self-deception in conceptual terms that are difficult to investigate empirically. Because self-deception (unlike akrasia, for example) is by definition impossible to self-diagnose, devising an experimental protocol for quantifying variables like evidential warrant, belief, and intention represents a significant challenge. But such empirical support could complement and augment philosophical models of self-deception with the view to resolving its puzzles.

A broad research project in social psychology has purported to operationalize and measure self-deception and associate it with assorted cognitive, physical, and behavioral correlates among experimental subjects. However, the overall effort is hampered by lack of consistency in how self-deception is defined and measured—echoing philosophical debate about how to describe the concept. Self-deception is categorized variously in these studies as a propensity for self-enhancement, a dispositional strategy for coping with negative affect, or general bias toward
protecting oneself from negative information. Characterizing self-deception as a general tendency or trait contrasts with the philosophical focus on the doxastic product and motivational process of actual instantiations of self-deception. With few exceptions, this body of research is somewhat neglected by philosophical analyses. Yet it could provide some insight into another question about self-deception, which seems anecdotaly supported: why do certain people seem more habitually prone to self-deceive than others?

New developments in cognitive psychology have already shed further light on the volitional puzzle of self-deception by revealing the scope of our non-conscious cognition. The philosophical trend toward reformulation strategies has increasingly incorporated empirical research revealing how mental processes, such as evidence gathering and appraisal, can be guided by ‘automatic’ biases and heuristics. Research continues to escalate the degree to which cognition can be motivated and goal-directed in the absence of conscious intention, and it has been suggested that intentions can be fulfilled and perhaps even initiated non-consciously. According to Daniel Wegner, this can be concealed by a subjective illusion of intentional mental control. Such developments could directly enrich philosophical explanations about how a self-deceptive intention, or alternative motivational factor, might be executed non-paradoxically.

The question of self-deception’s adaptive benefit has garnered new interdisciplinary interest after William von Hippel and Robert Trivers proposed, in a recent paper, that the ability to self-deceive evolved as an information-processing bias that helps successfully perpetrate other-deception—essentially, the best liars believe they are not intentionally lying. They also suggest that self-deceptive self-enhancement promotes adaptively beneficial social advantages. Whether the processing bias they describe should be properly considered full-blown self-deception is philosophically contentious, for reasons described in Section 3.3. But we do indeed seem to have a keen capacity for self-deceit and sensitivity to detecting it in others. The utility of establishing that this faculty—or even just the biases that facilitate it—was naturally selected due to its adaptive benefit seems clear. Better understanding why we developed the ability to self-deceive could substantially contribute to deciphering the puzzle of how self-deception is actually carried out.

Another recent strand of integrated analysis examines self-deception versus the psychopathology of delusion, providing new insight into the puzzle of dual-belief in self-deception. It explores how the phenomena overlap, as both involve holding a belief emphatically unwarranted by available relevant evidence that is (often) motivated by desire. Some psychiatrists consider delusion an extreme form of self-deception qua defense mechanism (e.g. V.S. Ramachandran), and Neil Levy has suggested that the dual-belief condition obtains in some delusions that therefore qualify as self-deception. However, Mele is reluctant to construe delusion as a form of self-deception, within his deflationary account, if cognitive deficit rather than affectively or motivationally biased treatment of evidence causes the delusional belief (‘Self-Deception and Delusions’). Examining the respective products of self-deception and delusion is particularly relevant: are they beliefs, or something else? Andy Egan argues that neither self-deception nor delusion are states properly classified as belief, but rather as intermediate propositional attitudes that fall somewhere between belief and desire (self-deception) and belief and imagination (delusion). Alternatively, adopting a folk-psychological framework with loosened belief-ascription conditions can encompass both delusion and self-deception as belief motivated by personal interests, like desire, suggest Lisa Bortolotti and Matteo Mameli. Another method evaluates self-deception, and delusion, and ‘ordinary’ beliefs with respect to epistemic and non-epistemic rational norms, in order to tease out finer-grained distinctions between different types of (ir)rational belief. This set of strategies exposes new possibilities for resolving the doxastic
puzzles, such as re-characterizing the nature of belief, or quasi-belief, at play in self-deception and reframing its distinctive epistemic tension.

5. Conclusion

Analyzing self-deception is a complicated endeavor on multiple fronts, which contrasts starkly with our seemingly uncomplicated commonsense intuitions about it—this is yet another of its puzzles. An ideal philosophical account would be able to solve its integral puzzles without sacrificing its conceptual integrity or succumbing to its paradoxes. Partitioning strategies preserve self-deception’s essential features but generate a new set of conceptual problems, while reformulation strategies dispense of the paradoxes at the expense of those distinguishing features of belief and intention. Thus philosophical accounts of self-deception must strike a delicate balance between explaining how it is possible and explaining it away. Recent cross-disciplinary efforts to bridge the gap between theoretical and empirical work on self-deception offer a fresh perspective on this challenge, and the trend toward philosophical reformulation strategies seems best situated for hooking into this dialogue. Such exchange certainly has potential to steer attempts to resolve self-deception’s epistemic and volitional puzzles in productive new directions.
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